
MATCH POINT  Design by Luca Sacchetti & Michela Ferrari

The Top and the Bottom of the shower is built in PE (linear polyethylene) made through rotational printing, it’s availaible in the
following colours:
White, silver, gold or glitterate it also be matt or polished finished (see the rail color RAL chart)

The column can be made in stainless steel 316, wood or corian

UVI protection UV8 factor (equivalent to 8000 hours under the sun) 

High resistant to shocks and high temperatures: (-60°C to +80°C) (-76°F to 176°F)

All materials are 100% recyclableAll materials are 100% recyclable

“The dot (punto) it's both start and end of a story, an interruption of a speech, a conclusion of a path. The dot works as a gap 

indicator, a way of begining from scratch a fresh story, giving the chance to write a new "future". It  works also as a 

discontinuous sincerity, a research of essentiality. A steel arch joins the two halfs of a dot revealing what the sphere was hidding 

in its inside, just because there is nothing to conceal and nothing to destroy in the infinity flow of existence.

There's nothing else to say but.......

..........Match Point!" 

EQUIPMENT :

Sippy showerhead 47x47 cm. Rain 8 led RGB - Stainless steel brushed (see showerhead data sheet)

Concealed thermostatic mixer

Controller for LED color control

(Note: Timer with the possibility to regulate the jet period on request)

The base goes with a platform made in okumè (mahogany wood) safe, comfortable, anti-slip and easy to clean

(Note: Visit the accessories section and build the shower in line with your style)(Note: Visit the accessories section and build the shower in line with your style)



Sippy showerhead 47 x 47 cm. Rain 8 LED RGB - Stainless steel Polished

Controller with and without tile for the LED control 



ETERNITY

9003 White 3003  Ruby 4004  Red Bordeaux 

5009  Blue 5024  Pastel Blue 6018  Green

7021  Black 1001  Sand 7008  Kaki

1018  Bright Yellow 1024  Yellow Ochre

4007  Purple 4008 Light Purple

5003  Blue Navy 5005 Bright Blue

6019 Light Green 6003 Green Olive

1003  Yellow 7032  Grey Beige

7022  Grey Mud 7035  Grey pearl

7015  Dark Grey

MeF  Gold MeF  Bronze MeF  Silver

SF  Aged Gold SF  Aged Bronze SF  Aged Silver

GF:        Glossy finish

MF:         Matt finish

OKUMÈ/MAHOGANY PLATFORM 

MeF:      Metallized finish

SF :        Special finish


